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EXT. RUN DOWN TOWN

The streets are empty, sounds of gunfire, groans and

screaming are heard and abruptly cut off.

On the ground a discarded newspaper covered in blood reads

"Happy Valentine’s Day: RUN FOR YOUR LIVES" and details

further relating to a Zombie Apocalypse.

EXT. ABANDONED HOME

Blood splashes the door, distinctive moaning emanates from

the house.

INT. ABANDONED HOME

A half closed door, a figure can be seen stumbling through

the bathroom, lights flickering. The door slowly creaks open

revealing a blood splattered zombie. Suddenly the creature

rears up and we see it’s full reflection in the mirror.

JANE

GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR.......

Jane pauses and slowly raises ruby red lipstick to her face

and draws an approximation of a smile on her face.

INT. JACK’S HOME

Zombie Jack stumbles from his bed, a human arm poking from

the sheets, which promptly falls to the floor, severed at

the elbow.

Jack attempts to get dressed trying the pants on over his

head.

INT. JANE’S HOME

Jane has curling tongs in her hair and sits calmly moaning

as her hair begins to smoke.

INT. JACK’S HOME

Jack (fully and smartly dressed) carrying a picnic basket

thumps repeatedly into the front door trying to get through.



2.

INT. JANE’S HOME

Jane looks down at a pair of blood splattered high heels she

is wearing, then stands and with a crunch, drops slightly on

the left. She glances down and then continues walking.

EXT. RUN DOWN TOWN

Jack walks down the high street, a dead bouquet held in his

hand. He meets with Jane and they briefly moan at each other

before heading to the beach.

EXT. THE BEACH

At the beach a deeply stained blanket is stretched out on

the sand, a human being tied to a stake in the centre. He

stares in wonder at the Zombies. Jack drops the picnic

basket on the floor, it starts the shake and groan but stops

when Jack kicks it.

Jack and Jane pour some lumpy liquid from a broken wine

bottle. Their glasses shatter when they attempt to chink

them together. They descend down on the human who now

decides to scream, pausing after the screams have stopped to

stare blankly at each others gore covered faces. They

attempt to kiss but succeed in only headbutting each other.

Finally as the sun begins to set, they stare out at the sea

hands held. Jack opens the picnic basket, inside a Zombie

head shakes and groans. Jack reaches down and pulls

something out. It is a finger and on it a diamond ring, he

pulls off the finger, almost throws it away but decides

instead to eat it. And then turns to Jane as the sun finally

sets.

CREDITS

Following the credits a single line reads: Love Never Dies.


